
Hi,

This is definitely a long letter so stick for the ride while I go through a stack of details.

My name is MC_Protocol, but most people call me Protocol or Mills in real life.

Growing up as an only child with parents who tried their hardest to make sure I succeed in

life, I had a lot of pressure around me. Sometimes inter conflicts came up in my family

where it was the absolute worse and wasn't the greatest be honest. Because of those

situations, I often locked myself away, and in some results made me not have that many

friends growing up. One solution my parents had was to buy me a console where I would

spend my time during middle school playing the Xbox 360 Edition version of Minecraft

and where I would make a server that had cool little transit that would take you around

similar to the MRT at the time. That server sort of sparked my social interaction with

people as well as other in Middle School. Around February 2014 in the eighth grade, my

mom gave me a gift card that contains a code to make a Minecraft Account, and later on, in

the day, I would join the server for the first time ever.

When joining, I reminisce and remember the people and individuals who were at

the time were the nicest people I have met. I would eventually do a member application

and get accepted around a day or two later by some who I watched a bunch as a kid,

Thomasfyfe. I'm pretty sure I lost it when I found that out so yeah. Anyway, through that

year I would make two cool towns called Frost City and the other around the MRT Red

Line called Centennial. Centennial was also the first time I really incorporated and design

a well-off and uniquely styled town at the time which eventually led into a town I would

build later that year called Victorian City on a new world called "The New World."

The New World even still as of this moment when writing this letter is where

everything skyrocketed for me creatively and at the time was when I got into high school



as a freshman. For the next couple of years during high school, I would build and create

insane towns that would be considered by some as amazing work by members all around!

For those curious, these towns would be Victorian City (now Covina), Rochshire, Port City

of Victoria, Dana Point, and the pinnacle of all that, Redwood.

Redwood is and probably will be the last city I ever design considering that tops

everything which is sort of fitting for it. It is peak when it comes down to attention to

detail, references to pop culture, architecture, and roads. It is also a love letter to the place

I live being California and you can see that with all of its references in one way or another.

To those visiting the town, I hope you can walk wound and find cool little things that are

presented because it is definitely amazing to see through, and make sure to take all of your

time because you're gonna need it.

Finally, to my friends and people that I consider family on the server, I just want to say

thank you so much for existing whether you are a regular member, someone I know IRL, or

some new who joined. To former moderators, current or future moderators/admins I do

want to say thank you for your work and services in helping and letting this community

exist.

I hope that you all live and enjoy life to the fullest!

Keep moving forward,

Protocol


